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Consulting and Transformational Services for Midmarket

HEXAWARE
Overview
Hexaware is a global service provider delivering automation-led IT services, business process outsourcing and
consulting services. The company has industry veterans as part of its leadership to support these services.
Hexaware enjoys its AWS Premier Consulting Partner status through its acquisition of Mobiquity and has a
Silver-level partnership with Microsoft Azure. Hexaware is strongly focused on the banking, financial services
and insurance sector; followed by the healthcare and pharmaceutical sector.

Caution
When compared to its competitors, Hexaware has a low cloud technology FTE
certification count. However, Hexaware can deliver high-quality public cloud
transformation services as most of its certified FTEs have certifications in multiple
cloud platforms.

Strengths
Rapid transformation services: With its Amaze™ platform suite, Hexaware delivers an accelerated cloud
migration experience to its clients. It provides automatic discovery and assessment of organization and process
maturity, followed by fast deployment with its recommendations and a roadmap provided by the Amaze™
engine. The platform contains built-in templates which accelerate the transformation to a DevOps approach
and it reduces the overall time-to-market. Enterprise clients have lauded Hexaware for its rapid transformation
engagements.
Automation-driven transformation: One of the pillars of Hexaware’s strategy is Automate Everything™. Every
engagement undertaken by Hexaware is to transform customer experience through automated migration,
leading to reduced costs and need for human intervention. Hexaware assures a minimum of 60 percent of
automation of tasks across the entire cloud transformation journey to its clients.
Focused on cloud-native migration: Hexaware has enabled enterprises to see and get more out of the
applications moved to cloud environments. The company leverages its Cloud Native Factory model for
transforming an existing monolithic service to a microservices API by designing and building microservices for
greenfield applications, rather than opting for a lift-and-shift model. This migration is carried out in four phases
with standard activities that help enterprises accelerate the building of microservices or the extraction of them
from legacy applications.
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2020 ISG Provider Lens™ Leader
Hexaware has significant presence in the U.S.
geography with a rising number of medium-sized and
large enterprise clients. It is a fast-growing provider
that offers high quality advisory and consulting
through its platform-led and automation-driven
public cloud transformation services.

